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I want to teach english in china online

English is the first language for hundreds of millions of people, with more choosing to speak it as a second language. Learning English will put any student in a good position to communicate with others from all over the world. Well-spoken students need excellent teachers, and with english spreading in
modern culture, there has never been a better time to train english online. Why teach English online? Online teaching provides a flexible way to guide your students through comprehensive learning programs. The power of the Internet has completely changed the way we communicate with each other,
both in terms of social interactions and learning, and it is now easier than ever to teach English online. Your appointment of traditional teacher hours is linked to school hours and curriculum setting, with the added workload of grades and planning for lessons often taking extra time out of school hours.
However, when you teach online, you can choose which watches are right for you. Whether you choose to work full-time or part-time, there are no restrictions on the number of times you choose to teach. You can also set the time of day that suits you. You may want to work around childcare restrictions,
or simply want to do additional teaching in the evening to increase your income. Flexible and fun, you can customize your working hours when working online. Working from HomeYou does not need a traditional classroom environment to teach English online, which means that as long as you have access
to the Internet, laptop, desktop and a few other bits of gear, you can run your educational business from the comfort of your home. This means that you don't have to worry about travel expenses or inconvenience, no extra rental fees, or business rates, and you can even work in the comfort of your jogging
pants if you wish. The work of AnywhereAnother bonus from remote work is that you can even continue your lessons when you are traveling. With just an internet connection and a mobile computer, you can continue to guide students while on vacation, visit friends or family, or spend the evening in a year
of gap to travel around the world. You can become an ESL teacher who can teach English as a Second Language (ESL) much yet sought in a variety of settings, all over the world. If you want to travel, or are considering moving to another country, becoming an ESL teacher is a great way not only to share
your valuable skills with students of all backgrounds and abilities but also as a way to support yourself on the go. Photo credit: Elizavita Galitckaia via ShutterstockHow much money can I make teaching English online? Working as an online English teacher can be profitable if you're willing to put hard work
into it. The more qualifications you have, the more experience you gain, and of course, the more hours you work, the higher your payment rates will increase. As a general guide, most Provide an orderly salary scale. The base pay rate can range from $7 to $18 per course, depending on your qualifications
and teaching experience. The rest of your payment rate will consist of additional bonuses. It will vary by platform but as a raw guide these are: Bonus TypeEarningsStarting and finishing classes on time $1.00Teaching class larger $0.50 - $1.00Taking more than the minimum number of categories per
week $1.00Performance bonus based on $1.00%corporate reviews, such as Cambly, for example, pay per minute. This is because it offers a chat service to help students improve their current English language skills, rather than an organized teaching plan. It pays about $0.17 per minute, which is
equivalent to just over $10 an hour. Finally, be realistic about why you plan to teach English online. If you use purely side hustle, you may only earn a few hundred extra dollars a month. However, if this will be your main source of income, you could achieve somewhere in the region of $46,000 - $50,000 a
year eventually. What do I need to teach English online? If you're serious about teaching English online, you'll need some basic gear to get started. You may already have everything you need at home, but reliable technology is the key to keeping in touch, so you may want to invest in some developed
elements before you start teaching your first students. The first thing you will need is a comfortable workspace. You will need to be able to focus 100% on your students, so you will also need to be calm and away from other household distractions, including other family members. Remember, you can
choose the hours you want to work, so choose the times when your home is quieter if you can. After that, you need to make sure that you have good quality technology to work with. At the very least, you'll need to access the following: a well-spec PC, Mac, or laptop that doesn't work slowly. You should
also make sure that you have enough RAM to run certain types of programs that you may need. Some schools operate online via an app-based platform, which means you may be able to rely only on your smartphone or iPad to teach using it. High-speed internet to ensure you avoid dreaded caching on
video calls or drops in connection. A high-quality webcam that has high-resolution capabilities to ensure a clear image at all times. A headset to enable you to talk to students while online without having to worry about background noise. Reliable electrical supply or generator. This is especially important if
you are thinking of working from a further position. Another incredibly useful item to have in your possession is a college degree! While all online schools do not insist on this level of education, many larger and more reputable providers require that all teachers hold a Bachelor of Arts degree for 4 years, so
they are not directly related to teaching or education. It must also be of native English. If you To take your online English teaching career seriously, your job opportunities are increasing if you hold a TEFL as well as your degree. Bottom line: Online language schools often give priority to TEACHERS with
TEFL certifications over those who do not exceed a certificate. What is tefl certification? TEFL is one of the most important things you'll need if you want to start teaching English abroad. While holding a 4-year university degree increases your chances of being selected for teaching by any of the largest
online education providers, acquiring a TEFL degree will be your biggest asset to date. What does tefl certification imply? During training, you will learn all about the basics of teaching English to non-English-speaking students. While English is your mother tongue, you may think you are very cool at it, and
there are specific skills you will need to be an effective teacher. You will also learn about the five main elements of language learning - reading, writing, speaking, listening and pronunciation - and how to apply them in an educational environment. For example, you will need to learn a wide range of
educational skills ranging from lesson planning to classroom management, as well as the best ways to deal with different types of students. You will also need to brush on your language knowledge, which will help you understand how non-native speakers learn the basics of English. Most courses last a
minimum of 120 hours of education, and the accreditation you receive when you successfully complete the course is vital to enhancing your career as an English teacher. How do I get a TEFL certificate? There are several different ways to study to get your TEFL certificate, depending on your personal
requirements. These include: TEFLOften-based classrooms held in groups, TEFL classrooms are run by experienced teachers with a lot of knowledge behind them. They understand that adult learners may not have been in the classroom environment for some time and will help ease TEFL students in
their learning environments. You will learn about developing lesson plans and teaching programs, as well as how best to teach grammar to students learning English as a second language. You will also get to practice teaching in front of your fellow students, which is a great way to learn how to feel more
comfortable in preparing the classroom. Bottom line: Classroom-based courses can invite weeks or months of commitment, and may cost more than other types of courses. TEFL online certificates offer more flexible types of courses, usually more affordable for classroom-based learning. You will need to
commit to the same 120 hours of learning, but you will be able to work around your schedule. Online courses cover the same subjects as classroom-based study without the ability to practice In front of a realistic semester. These include language skills, grammar, lesson planning and classroom
management, as well as the five main elements of language learning. These types of courses are ideal for those who want to expand their knowledge and diversify their existing learning skills, or those looking to move to a new career direction while working around their existing commitments. At the end of



the online course, you will be accredited with the same qualification as you do in the classroom. Hybrid CoursesThese courses simply combine both online lessons and class-based learning to complete the course and get your accreditation. Studying your TFL while AbroadIf you can't wait to go out there
and explore the world, or if the idea of teaching English as a second language to you is more attractive to your travel, you can still get your qualification on the go. Many TEFL providers have programs all over the world, meaning you should never be too far from the next source of your learning. You can
even enroll in a course and get your accreditation in the country you plan to teach in, allowing you to learn more about your local habits and potential work environments before starting teaching. Photo credit: Elizavita Galitckaia via ShutterstockWhat are the requirements for a TEFL certificate? The main
requirement for a TEFL certificate is that you are an English native speaker. Moreover, you will need to have a way to pay for your tuition and the ability to commit to course, whether online or in the classroom, at home or abroad. You will also need to be enthusiastic, determined, and confident enough to
communicate in front of your students when the time comes. Educationally, the requirements of different course providers around the world will vary slightly. Many want you to hold a bachelor's degree, while others may only ask for the equivalent of a high school graduation certificate before you can
embark on a course of instruction. Hot Tip: It should be noted that although you may not need any specific qualifications to enroll in a TEFL course, you may not be able to secure an educational job with some of the largest service providers without some - specifically, a bachelor's degree in arts or 4
years. How much does tefl certification cost? Prices can vary greatly depending on where you take the course and how you choose to study. As a guideline, though, you should budget anywhere between $200 and $1000 for the same cycle, plus additional expenses for accommodation if you plan to take
the course in a different country. Are there any other types of TEFL certificates available? While TEFL is the most famous qualification in the field, there are other qualifications you should be familiar with as well. All offer a degree of training to individuals looking to teach English as a second language.
These courses offer a slight progress. It may be more common in some countries than in others. Esl certifications can be submitted as a second language certificate instead of a TEFL qualification. The term vocational education and training can be applied to teachers and students involved in this area of
learning. These types of qualifications are often found in public schools and are geared towards teaching non-English speakers living in a country where English is the most common language. If you want to teach those who have come to live in your country how to speak English well enough to live and
work, and become part of their community, this may be an effective alternative to obtaining a full TEFL certificate. TESOL ProgramsTESOL qualified (teaching English to speakers of other languages) is interchangeable with TEFL certificates and TESOL and TEFL courses are often intertwined. Like many
ESL qualifications, it is aimed at non-English-speaking individuals living in English-speaking countries and some non-English-speaking countries. TESOL courses are the latest and most innovative way to teach English as a second language, and TESOL certification is usually equal to both TEFL and ESL
certifications. TOEFL CertificationTest of English as a Foreign Language needs to be successfully completed by ESL students or anyone else who wants to work or study in an English-speaking country. To ensure that your students can pass the test at the end of their courses, these individuals lessons to
get a TOEFL certificate will also need to help them with strategies and advice on how to master the test and complete their courses. TEFL DegreeIf you really want to focus on teaching English as a second language, you could consider getting a full degree in TEFL. These are often taken as a master's
degree after on from a university course in related educational subjects including teaching, English, or even linguistics. Some individuals who start their careers simply teach non-native students in a foreign environment while traveling do not actually go to devote their careers to becoming experts in this
field. This is a full degree course, so it can take some years to complete, especially as many students complete the course through an open study environment. What to look for in TEFL CourseAlthough most TEFL courses offer a similar curriculum, in general, not all TEFL courses are equal. Before you
commit to an online course or classroom-based study, you should consider: Is the course accredited? If you want this program to be useful to you and actually help you get paid work as a teacher, you'll need to be accredited. Any course offering full accreditation has been approved by a third party and
offers a range of curriculum, as well as recognized teaching strategies and modern learning methodologies. the accredited course is not just something that future employers You want to see before they hire you, but also ensures that you will be an effective teacher for your students. Accreditation bodies
for the search for: Accreditation Board for Continuing Education and Training (ACCET) international faculty of teachers from eligible organizations TESOL (IATQuO) open and distance education quality board (ODLQC) Office of Qualifications and Examinations (Ofqual)TESOL and TESOL TEFL Standards
Standards (OTTSA) Training Qualifications in the United Kingdom (TQUK) do you offer at least 120 hours of education? Whether you choose to study online, in the classroom, or make a combination of the two, the most respected TEFL courses will provide you with at least 120 hours of study. You can
only do two hours a week, or you may choose to study 5 days a week, but reducing the total number of hours is equivalent to skipping classes. There are at least 120 hours of content that must be covered to ensure that you are well versed in all kinds of TEFL teaching techniques, and most employers
will be looking to see this amount of study as a minimum requirement. Does the course include a practical teaching element? As with regular teacher training, part of the learning process is to learn how to teach students from real life in a traditional learning environment. To this end, some TEFL courses
have a practical element of teaching, where you will need to teach a lesson to real students, as well as to observe real-life lessons taught by experienced teachers. You can also gain the practical side of your learning in 1-1 mode, being a student and teacher, or even as a volunteer in any organization
that offers TEFL lessons. Depending on the way to learning, there are different ways to meet these requirements. If you're learning through TEFL service providers in the classroom, they may arrange for you to have practical learning opportunities. If you're learning online, you'll probably need to get your
practice courses to get your accreditation. Any practical sessions you make will be evaluated and signed by a qualified teacher and submitted to TEFL For Graduation. While some courses do not require any practical experience to complete the course, it is also very useful to get some realistic educational
experience. Quick tip: Consider personal ingredients that help improve your TEFL learning experience. For example, do you offer sufficient flexibility in terms of class times and websites to fit around your current schedule?6 Best online TEFL CoursesImage Credit: Julia Shangarey via Shutterstockthere is
a wide range of companies offering TEFL courses for those looking to teach English online. Some of the most popular ones include:1. i.to.iEstablished in 1994, I-to-I offers fully tefl-certified courses and certifications. With more than 25 years of experience, it is one of the most appreciated providers of
TEFL education in the world. Paid training is also offered in Thailand, Vietnam and China, among other things Those wishing to learn with i-to-i can choose from tefl online courses and certificates that are both by the organization and ODLQC accredited. These include Level 5 courses that offer between
180 and 200 hours of in-depth training to enhance your career opportunities and Level 3 courses that will give you the confidence and knowledge to start your career as an English as a second language teacher. Hot tip: I-to-i also offers shorter and more specialized courses that include learning the best
way to teach teenagers or younger children, planning lessons, teaching English for business, and how to become an online teacher.2 TEFLITA International Academy offers the latest curriculum that is written by highly experienced, qualified staff and professors. As one of the world's leading providers of
TEFL and TESOL courses, its educational programs are designed to include 100 hours of academic work and 6 hours of practical classroom-based evaluation. The courses are held online and at selected locations around the world, including Chicago, Costa Rica, Barcelona, and many more. Online
courses offer 170 hours of education and start at regular intervals throughout the year, or students can choose to take intensive online courses for 4 weeks if they want to qualify faster. The company also offers short courses that provide guidance on topics such as teaching younger learners, business
English, and online English.3 TEFL International Training TESOL (ITTT) this internationally recognized training organization offers courses that are externally supervised by some leading academics and practitioners in the TEFL profession, including the world's leading experts in English. It promises to
teach using the latest methodologies and always integrates developments in language training. Its courses are fully accredited and, in some cases, can help students obtain credits at some U.S. universities and colleges to continue studying in TEFL. It offers a variety of online courses, including 60-hour
AND 120-hour TEFL certification courses, a 220-hour master package, and a 470-hour professional package. There is also a TESOL diploma which is designed for students who already have a previous degree in ESL subjects. It also offers classroom courses in a variety of locations around the world
and can offer teacher functions for observed teaching sessions to help you complete your qualifications.4 MyTEFLMyTEFL offers independently recognized and accredited courses that focus on the practical aspects of teaching English as a second language, as well as covering theory. It offers courses
that run for 4 weeks or less, and promises to make all its graduates lean, mean teaching machines. It offers online courses that can work around your regular commitments, as well as on-site courses in classrooms around the world, including sites such as Thailand, Argentina and Spain. Unlike some
other TEFL MyTEFL allows suitable applicants to start teaching during their studies, even without a 4 years degree or many years of teaching experience behind them. MyTEFL TEFL training courses provide students with the opportunity to stay away from home while learning in both classroom slot and
placement settings along with other students to help them build connections and become great teachers.5 TEFL Academy offers fully accredited, world-leading instructions to students who wish to teach English as a second language. To learn the skills you need to succeed, it offers online and co-teaching
courses, as well as a 10-hour teaching course. With over 35 courses running throughout the year, the Level 5 course of the English as a Second Language test will give you the qualification you need to become a confident teacher, wherever you choose to study. It also offers a selection of short and
specialized courses including business English, online education and education for younger learners. Once you register for their courses, you are eligible for in-house training with the company in a variety of locations around the world, including China, Spain, Argentina and Hong Kong, to name a few. It
also provides volunteer opportunities to complete your learning journey.6 TEFL ProsOffering courses are accredited by Accreditat, a world leader in TEFL and TESOL courses, TEFL Pros provides online learning opportunities for individuals looking to teach English as a second language via a 120-hour
TEFL digital course. The course consists of 10 different modules, such as lesson planning for both speaking and writing skills, the role of students and teachers, a guide to student interaction, a review of grammar, a review of cultural awareness and examination classification, as well as other important
considerations. With illustrative videos, worksheets, assignments, tests and assessments, TEFL Pros offers a fun and interactive way to qualify as a TEFL teacher. Credit: MIA Studio via Shutterstock10 the best websites to find online English teaching jobs once you have acquired your TEFL certificate
and you will need to start looking for your first teaching job. There is always a need for tefl qualified teachers around the world, but finding the right one for you can be daunting. Here are some of the best sites to help you find the teaching job of your dreams.1. Cambly - The best for an informal lesson to
improve SkillsOffering is much more informal online that you find with Qkids or VIPKIDS, Cambly is designed to attract students who already have some knowledge of English that you just want to practice their conversational skills. The less formal nature of the site means that students basically pay fees
and log in to chat with teachers when they want to. This means that you can sign in as a teacher whenever you have time to do so, or book regular shifts if you prefer. Teachers can work from anywhere in World, a degree or even a TEFL certificate is not required. You'll have the opportunity to meet
students from all over the world, and you can really get to know them when you help them improve their English skills. Cambly is popular among students from Saudi Arabia, although it is gaining popularity in South Korea and Turkey, and as such, you will need to be sensitive to other cultures. When it
comes to payment, prices are much lower than other sites can offer. At just $0.17 per minute, you'll have to get through a lot of chit chats to make $10.20 an hour. There are no contracts in place, and watches are not guaranteed. Registration is easy enough, though, and if you want to give it a go, click
here.2. DaDaDa is an online professional learning institution focused on learning through pleasure and catering to children aged 4 years 16.It provides english language education from 1 to 1 provided by native English teachers, and if you want to register to work with DaDa, you'll need a bachelor's
degree. It also gives priority to applicants with TEFL or other ESL certification, and an additional learning experience of 1-2 years is not required but is required. This company is proud to offer only the best English teachers to its students, so you may need to jump through some hoops to register
successfully. If you are accepted, however, DaDa will offer a high level of teacher training and support, and online teaching time will be allocated for at least two hours a day, for at least two days a week. DaDa offers a starting rate of about $15 to $22 per hour. This depends on your experience and
performance in your demo chapter and consists of a base rate ranging from $13 to $16 per hour, plus an additional incentive bonus. The company also claims to offer annual pay increases on a performance basis. Unlike some other education providers, DaDa will accept applicants from anywhere in the
world, provided they meet the requirements and have a fixed Internet connection. This is a good company if you want to work online while traveling. However, it prefers applicants from the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom and Australia to educate its students. Click here to apply for a job at
DaDa.3. Education First - one of the world's largest TEFL service providers and one of the world's largest online language schools, First Live education is usually the first choice for teachers from both the UK and the US who wish to teach. Applicants will need a university degree, and previous teaching
experience is a reward, but not a must. You can get your TEFL certificate while working in education first, and you'll need at least 40 hours of education to do so. Teaching good behavior is fully engaged chinese children and will provide you with quite a lot of help, including lesson materials (if you want
them), and access to work from an easy-to-use learning platform on site. You will be matching with students for 1-on-1 classes, and you will get the same students teaching each lesson. Again, you are not required to speak any Mandarin or Cantonese language, but you must be prepared late or early in
the morning to face the time difference. In terms of profits, you can expect to get up to $20 an hour, based on the base rate of wages and bonuses, and your salary will be paid directly into your bank account. If you want to sign up with one of the world's largest and best ONLINE TEFL providers, click here
to learn more.4 GoGoKid — Best for high-tech instruction as one of the newest online language schools to join the ever-growing network of service providers, GoGoKid is always looking to grow its stock of TEFL and ESL professional teachers. It focuses on educating younger learners in China and offers
25 minutes 1-1 online courses. Applicants must speak English and have a bachelor's degree - a formal TEFL accreditation is not required (but this may change). Provided you meet the criteria, teachers are accepted from anywhere in the world as long as they have a stable Internet connection. GoGoKid
provides its teachers with the materials they need for their lessons, and all classes are done in virtual classrooms available on their learning portal. Because this company offers learning programs in such a custom digital way, it is extremely important that your home equipment can meet technical
specifications before you offer. Without a high-speed Internet, a laptop or a decent laptop, you won't be able to make its system. In terms of wages, GoGoKid pays well, with a basic payment rate of $7 to $10, and the chance to earn hourly bonuses can see your rate rise to $14 to $25 more respectful lying
per hour. If you can meet their technical requirements and certificate of arts, you can register to teach at GoGoKid here.5 Italki — The best for informal educationThis site is rather interesting works in a unique way. Unlike others, you can set the payment rate, and you can apply to share your language
skills with students looking for help with their abilities. You don't need to be English either - if there is a language in which you are fluent, you can apply to teach it too. With Italki, you can choose your schedule and pretty much design the shape of your tutorials, including how you can teach them. You can
use Skype, FaceTime, or even Google Hangouts and provide as many lesson materials as you want. Professional teachers must be esl-certified native speakers or have experience in teaching a foreign language or a second language, while native or semi-native speakers without formal qualifications can
participate in the roles of community teachers. The amount you charge for your services must be in line with other on-site teachers and teachers, and you can expect to earn anything from $12 to $25 per hour, depending on your experience and qualifications. Be aware, The site takes a 15% commission
on each of your completed lessons. Put back, informal, good fun, click here to find out about signing up with Italki.6. iTutor GroupBased in Shanghai, iTutor has been providing first-class English teachers since 1998 and offers online lessons for children, adults, and business professionals. To register, you
must have a bachelor's degree and be able to commit to at least 5 peak hours of teaching per week. Applicants with TEFL or other ESL certificates are given priority. You can choose to teach a 25-minute 1-on-1 class or a 45-minute set lessons and plans are provided. Classes operate around the clock in
Beijing time, so Western teachers will need to work in the morning and evening and some extra hours on weekends. Its students are based in China, Taiwan and Japan.iTutor is not one of the best-paid English providers, with rates starting at less than $14 an hour. This can be increased to up to $24 an
hour, though if you are willing to work in the long run. As is usually the case, pay rates are based on a basic wage topped by bonuses, and the basic wage rate is more suitable for English-speaking teachers than the US, UK and Canada.If you want to work for this global leader in online education, click
here to start the online teacher application process.7 QKids Teacher - The best for QKids university teachers promises to connect teachers with Chinese students between the ages of 4 and 12 years. This company requires you to obtain a certificate and English certificate level qualification such as TEFL
or TESOL. It provides its teachers with a high level of assistance when it comes to providing all lesson plans and materials, and all types of training are included. The teaching schedule is very flexible and you don't need to be able to speak Mandarin or Cantonese to teach your students. You must be
located in Canada or the United States, and you will only teach Chinese children, rather than children from all over the world. QKids payment rates are fairly good, too. You can expect a $8 base payment for full lessons and an additional $4 basic payment for standby lessons. There is also a $1 bonus for
each extra lesson after the first 15 a week. You should be able to average up about $20 an hour, which is not bad for the work of the comfort of your home. If you would like to apply to teach at QKids, click here to register.8 AwayTeach Away helps English-speaking American and Canadian applicants
connect with some of the best international schools around the world. Teaching Chinese students from preschool to grade 6, it only offers jobs for applicants with a bachelor's degree behind them. Founded in 2003, Distance Education is now a world leader in providing teachers with English as a second
language for Chinese students. It is also able to provide TEFL training to licensed teachers, Teachers, university graduates who are looking to start or update their teaching careers. It offers full and part-time hours, and teachers are supported with English lessons from 1 to 1 using their introduced
curriculum. Like many language schools offering online lessons to Asian countries, working hours are mostly limited to early morning and evening in North America to meet the time difference. This may not suit your current schedule or, on the contrary, can work well if you are looking for additional
educational work outside your normal teaching hours. It offers competitive pay rates based on experience, and you can expect to earn between $18 to $22 an hour. Working with the Asian market is usually better equivalent than some other countries in the world, but check out small print before signing up
as there can be penalties for losing the Internet, starting late, etc. If you would like to learn more about registration with Awey's flag, click here.9 Two Sigmas to Sigmas work differently than other educational resources on our list. Instead of connecting teachers directly to students, he acts as a mediator
between teachers and his partner schools. She believes this makes the application process easier for teachers because they only need to apply for a variety of slots. It is partnered with a selection of online teaching companies, including Class100, Early Birds, HelloKids, Landy, William English, Red
Education, and SayABC, and employees at TwoSigmas will decide which company suits you most after your application. Since it is recruited for many different companies, the applicant's requirements vary, but the best candidates are those who have a bachelor's degree, TEFL certificate or teaching
license, or a neutral accent, or a high level of spoken English, and have the legal right to work in the United States, Canada, UK or Australia.Pay rates also vary greatly depending on the company you end up working in. Most of the jobs advertised to do, however, have an hourly rate of $20 and above,
although most of these are undoubtedly based on a lower base wage rate, plus a bonus commission. If you would like two Sigmas to submit your application to their partner companies, you can apply here.10. VIPKID — Best for this High RatesTh website offers teaching functions to those who want to
teach English to Chinese children and accepts teaching applications from the United States and Canada. It provides the curriculum and allows its teachers to transfer their knowledge to students eager for their own schedule. Launched in 2013, VIPKID is now one of the most popular sites for TEFL
teachers looking to reach the Chinese market. This company not only connects teachers with Chinese students, but also takes a lot of work on the leg of the teaching process by providing lesson planning, testing, and even regular communication with parents students will be teaching. Each category
works. 25-30 minutes, teachers can earn up to $22 an hour. This rate of wages is based on several factors, including the basic wage rate, small additional increases in teaching performance and the number of classes it teaches per month. You'll also need to teach two classes per hour to achieve the
highest rate. You get to teach polite and well-behaved children on a 1-to-1 basis without having to speak any Mandarin or Cantonese, and you can even get rewarded for working during seasonal holidays. But, it is strict, and if you lose your internet connection for more than 3 minutes, your chapter is
cancelled. Time difference can also be a struggle if you are not based in Asia.You must also have a bachelor's degree to register with them. TO LEARN MORE ABOUT TEACHING CHINESE STUDENTS THROUGH VIPKID, CLICK HERE. Final ThoughtsTeaching English as a second language online
can be an incredibly rewarding profession. Not only will you be able to benefit from the freedom to work at home or on the road, but you will also have the opportunity to talk to learners from all over the world. Your TEFL certification opens up a vast new world of teaching opportunities that can boost your
confidence, increase your income, and give you a worthwhile career that you can take with you anywhere. Hey you
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